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The Smörkniv
The smörkniv, usually translated as “butter knife” in English, is a traditional
Swedish utensil made of wood. The smörkniv is found in many Swedish
homes, some households having an individual smörkniv for each member
of the family. The traditional smörkniv is commonly made of juniper wood,
which is also used for tool handles and other similar items in Scandivavia,
but is little used elsewhere. Other woods are also used, notably birch.
This humble utensil has become an informal Swedish cultural icon, as the
love spoon has in Wales. While factory-made smörknivs are widely
available, the more interesting ones are hand carved. Smörkniv carving has
blossomed into artistic as well as utilitarian work, just as spoon carving has.
Smörknivs take many forms. Many examples of elegant smörknivs are
shown in this gallery:
http://www.drewlangsner.com/cw/butterknife/Spreader_World/
butterknives.html
Smörknivs may have either blunt, rounded blades, or more-pointed, knifelike blades. In general, the blade of a smörkniv is wider than the handle.
However, some smörkniv designs dispense with separate handles and
blades altogether, taking the shape of a straight or curved paddle. Most
smörknivs are unpainted and unstained wood. Much of their beauty comes
from the design as well as the figure and color of the wood itself. Others
may have painted or stained handles, but only food-safe finishes should be
used on the blade. While most smörknivs are otherwise unadorned, some
have chip-carved designs or scroll-sawn outlines on their handles.
The Morakniv - the Basic Smörkniv Carving Tool
Smörknivs can be made with a variety of tools, but none is better suited for
the overall task than the Swedish-made Morakniv. (Figure 1, below) The
Morakniv (or Mora knife) for woodcarving has a laminated, three-layer steel
blade. The two outside layers provide strength and toughness, while the
hardened center layer takes and holds a keen cutting edge. The blade’s
tang runs the entire length of the handle, making the Mora a very sturdy
knife.

Figure 1. The Mora 120 knife has a curved blade approximately 2 ¼” long.
The cutting edge is toward the bottom of the figure. The Morakniv logo is
stamped on one of the parallel faces on either side of the spine.

The Mora blade has parallel faces on both sides of its thick spine. Below
these faces, the sides taper inward, meeting at a sharp-angled cutting
edge. There is essentially no additional bevel at the intersection of these
angled sides, or a very small one. The Mora presents a moderately thin
wedge profile to the wood that makes it ideal for long, slicing cuts. Because
of the long wedge walls and the sharp angle between the wedge and the
side wall, the Mora is not well adapted to cuts that require the blade to
rotate sideways (that is, a twisting motion). However, small cuts with some
rotation can be executed near the blade tip.
The Morakniv is built for serious work, but is also capable of considerable
finesse. Most of the smörknivs I make are in harder woods, including
cherry, walnut, sapele, and broadleaf maple. The Mora takes them all on. I
use tools other than the Mora knife in making smörknivs (employing
whatever tool seems best for a particular task), but the Mora does most of
the hard work on all of them, and a good share of the finer work as well.
The Mora’s edge-retention is impressive. The knife will carve hardwood for
hours with just occasional stropping. In making my first dozen smörknivs, I
tuned up the knife three or four times with a few quick passes on an 8000grit water stone followed by stropping. The knife has never been exposed
to a coarser stone.
My Mora knife of choice, the one shown in Figure 1, is the Mora model 120,
https://morakniv.se/en/product/woodcarving-120/
The model 120 is the smaller of two sizes offered by Mora. As a carver who
normally works with knives having blades from ¾” to 1½” long, I chose the
smaller Mora knife, with its 2 ¼ ” blade, rather than its bigger sibling, the
model 106. I found the longer blade of the 106 intimidatingly large at first.
Now, with experience, I would find the 106 useful for larger work, especially
roughing out.
Even the smaller Mora 120 blade is so much longer than the blades I
usually use that I had to learn to modify my hand positions, especially with
push cuts. (See the section on technique, below, for more information on
types of cuts.) While the Mora may require you to alter your technique and
to be particularly aware of where the blade tip is at all times, once you
master these basics the Mora may well become one of your favorite tools,
as it has for me.
Note that Mora sells wood-carving knives with either curved or straight
blades. While I usually prefer straight knife blades, I recommend the
curved-blade Mora. It excels at slicing cuts, one of the Mora’s big strengths.
Mora wood-carving knives are not widely available in the United States. A
web search will reveal a few sources, including Amazon. The Mora 120 can
be found, as this is written, here:
https://www.amazon.com/Morakniv-Carving-Knife-Laminated-2-4Inch/dp/B004GATX62/ref=sr_1_1?
dchild=1&keywords=morakniv+120&qid=1585426235&s=artscrafts&sr=1-1-catcorr
Morakniv will ship direct internationally. The Morakniv website shows the
full range of their products.
While you can carve smörknivs with other knives (and shouldn’t let the lack
of a Morakniv keep you from the enjoyment of carving them), carving a
traditional Swedish implement with a first-rate Swedish knife is satisfying.
Smörknivs tend to have flat planes, where the slicing motion of a longer
blade, Mora or otherwise, saves time and produces a fine result.
Mora Knife Technique
The Mora 106 and 120 are on the large end of typical wood-carving knives.
There are particular techniques for using them safely and effectively.
Morakniv offers a series of 16 short videos in which Swedish master carver
Jögge Sundqvist explains how to hold and use the Mora to execute a
variety of cuts. These excellent and commendably brief (typically 4-6
minutes each) videos begin with an introduction to the Mora:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3J6OMWUfzD4
For carving small objects such as smörknivs, the push cut is very useful.
(Figure 2) In the push cut, the hand holding the knife itself (the “knife hand”)
provides control. However, power is applied to the back of the blade, or to
the knife-hand thumb, by the thumb of the hand holding the workpiece (the
“holding hand”). Sundqvist covers that technique in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNkKOdmxwOs

Figure 2. The push cut. The thumb of the hand holding the workpiece
provides the power for the cut. The hand holding the knife provides the
control, moving the knife in a forward slicing motion.

As the cut is made, the knife hand rotates the blade forward with a slicing
motion, in which the knife tip passes close to the hand holding the
workpiece. With a short blade, the tip clears the holding hand comfortably.
However, with a longer blade such as the Mora’s, the cut must be executed
with the holding hand entirely behind the tip of the knife at all times.
I found that cutting toward my body was one of the most useful techniques
in making smörknivs, for both controlled cuts and quick wood removal. In
this “pull cut” technique, the arms and shoulders can generate considerable
power. If done improperly, this cut is potentially dangerous with a large
blade, but, done correctly, is quite safe. The key is to ensure that the lower
part of your knife hand acts as a “stop,” preventing the knife blade from
reaching your body. Sundqvist shows how:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycnYsBzuZOE
For small workpieces, such as smörknivs, it is not necessary to move the
arm holding the knife to make the cut. Instead, lock your arms to your
sides, brace the workpiece against your body, and use wrist motion to
make the cut. (Figure 3) Executed properly, the cut stops short of your
body, as your knife hand stops the blade travel. As you master the cut, you
may find yourself wanting to pull the blade quite close to your body. It’s
safe, if you’re careful and do the cut properly. However, note that Sundqvist
wears a leather apron — I consider this a must for safe pull cutting.

Figure 3. The pull cut. This cut is made toward the body. The holding hand
braces the workpiece securely against the body. For small work, lock the
knife hand and arm against the body. A slicing, pulling motion moves the
blade through the cut. If a proper position is maintained, the knife blade
will stop safely at the end of the cut. Note: A leather apron or other
protective clothing must be worn. Do not attempt this cut unless you fully
understand the instructions.

Sundqvist also shows the right way to do the paring (“potato peeling”) cut:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-W4S8C25xIA
While the paring cut is commonly done by pulling the knife toward the
thumb, another cut with excellent control can be made as in Figure 4.

Figure 4. This short pull cut is made by bracing the holding hand thumb
against the knife hand thumb.The knife hand provides power for the

inward, slicing cut. The holding hand thumb opposes this motion,
acting as a brake, to control the inward travel of the knife and thus
the length of the cut.

Sundqvist’s techniques are essential to using the Morakniv properly, but are
also useful for improving your knife technique in general. The videos,
especially the ones noted above, are worth your time.
Carving a Smörkniv
There are no hard rules on smörkniv shape or size. Smörknivs are typically
6 to 8½” inches in length, reflecting their intended use. (Figure 16 shows a
smörkniv design scaled up to nearly a foot in length, for use as a potstirrer.) Commonly, they are wider and thinner at the spreading end, and
thicker at the handle end. The variety of shapes is limited only by the
imagination and the need to be, at least in principle, useful for spreading.
For a beginner project, choose a smörkniv design without intricate details.
Tools:
Mora knife for rough shaping, tapering the blade.
Optional:
Chisel (~½ inch width) or flat gouge (e.g., #3 sweep) for paring
blade tapers and flattening.
Abrasives and microfiles as desired for surface and detail work.
Mini-scrapers for final contouring and smoothing of surface.
Steps
1. Select a moderately hard, food-safe wood. Many smörkniv designs will
require no more than a blank about 8 or 9 inches long, and 2 or 2 ½
inches wide. Thickness may vary from ⅜ inch to ¾ inch, depending on
the style of the handle.
2. Trace the pattern outline onto the blank and cut it out with a band saw,
scroll saw, or coping saw. (Figures 5 and 6)

Figure 5. Two smörkniv patterns traced onto broadleaf maple.Accuracy is
not critical in tracing or cutting the pattern.

Figure 6. The smörkniv blanks have been bandsawn to rough shape.

3. If necessary, trim the blanks to the desired thickness. (Figure 7) Save
the thin cutoff, smooth its outline, and use it as a template for making
additional smörknivs.

Figure 7. The thickness of the rough blank is reduced to slightly more
than the intended thickness of the smörkniv handle.

4. Mark a center line in pencil or marker around the entire edge of the
rough-out. (Figure 8) Also, if the smörkniv will have a break where the
handle meets the blade (as this one will), draw the break line on both
faces, the top, and the underside.

Figure 8. Center lines scribed lengthwise around the blank. These will
provide reference points for symmetry, especially for tapering of the
blade. The break between handle and blade will be drawn at the narrowest
part of the smörkniv.

5. Taper the blade from the handle to the blade edge, leaving a spreader
edge about 1/16 inch in thickness.
6. Carve the handle shape, checking frequently to ensure that it not only
looks good, but feels good in your hand. (Note: In practice, steps 5 and
6 will be carried out more in parallel than sequentially, especially as the
smörkniv approaches its final shape. (Figures 9 and 10)

Figure 9. The blade has been thinned on both sides, and the handle has
been tapered at the rear end. Chamfers, cut along the length of the
handle, give the handle a n elongated octagonal cross section. The break
between the handle and the blade has been established. Left side and top
view.

Figure 10. Right side and top view of preliminary shaping with the
Morakniv. Same stage of work as in Figure 9.

7. Continue to refine the handle shape and thin the blade. A chisel or flat
gouge can be useful at this stage. (Figure 11)

Figure 11. Blade thinning has continued using a cabinetmaker’s chisel on
both faces. I want this smörkniv to have tool marks visible on the handle,
but not on the blade, so the chisel was used to make careful paring cuts
on the blade to remove tool marks left by the Mora knife.

8. If tool marks are to be left visible, use a very fine abrasive to soften the
intersections between them slightly. Abranet (400-600 grit) or other
flexible abrasive is a good choice.
9. If tool marks are to be removed, make final fine passes with the Mora
knife and/or the chisel. Then use moderately fine abrasive (~240-320
grit) followed by mini-scrapers to leave a smooth surface. A rounded
microfile is useful for cleaning up the transition between handle and
blade.
10. Apply a food-safe finish. (Figures 12 and 13) Plain mineral oil may be
used, or an edible oil that will not turn rancid, such as walnut oil.
Commercial food-safe finishes are also available. I used Walrus Oil
Cutting Board Oil (walrusoil.com), a food-safe product containing
mineral oil, coconut oil, vitamin E, and beeswax. Any food-safe finish
will do. Apply generously to the surface, let the wood absorb the finish
for a few hours, and buff off any excess. Food-safe finishes are not
highly durable and must be re-applied periodically if the smörkniv will
be used.

Figure 12. Walrus Oil has been applied to the blade only, showing the
heightened character of the grain that results. Apply the food-safe finish
generously. Give oils a few hours to penetrate the wood before wiping off
the excess.

Figure 13. The completed smörkniv, coated with Walrus Oil and buffed to
remove excess.

Smörkniv Gallery
Smörknivs are great fun to carve, and carving them can become addictive.
They display the color and figure of the wood beautifully. They’re perfect
projects for your beautiful but small pieces of wood.
Figures 14 through 17 show a sampling of smörknivs I have carved. If you
intend to use the smörkniv, not just display it, make it from a harder wood
that is known to be safe for contact with food. Cherry and maple are both
readily available and used for utensils and bowls. They’re excellent
choices. Smörknivs should be left unfinished or treated with food-safe
finishes, as any implement that could be used with food should be.
Every day is better with carving in it. I hope this article will inspire you to
pick up a knife and carve a smörkniv or two yourself.

Figure 14. From top: Walnut, arc shape; cherry, paddle shape with
hanger hole; sapele, arc shape; sapele, paddle shape with hanger hole.

Figure 15. Three knife-shaped smörknivs, all carved from cherry. Tool
marks were left on handles, but removed from the blades of both top and
bottom smörknivs, which also have a defined break between handle and
blade. Center smörkniv has tool marks throughout.

Figure 16. From top: Walnut wide-blade shape; broadleaf maple wideblade shape; cherry pointed-blade shape; cherry pot-stirring paddle made
by scaling up smörkniv pattern to approximately 12 inches in length.

Figure 17. From top: Cherry, arced blade; basswood, wide blade; walnut,
narrow arc; sugar pine, wide blade; broadleaf maple, wide blade.

Notes
1) This article expands on an email to the Montgomery County Carvers on
the subject of smörkniv carving.
2) I’m indebted to fellow Montgomery County Carvers: Bert Bleckwenn
introduced me to smörkniv carving when he enlisted my help to teach a
class to a local Swedish-American group. Bert also provided the bandsawn blanks I used to make my first smörknivs, and lent me the
Morakniv 120 that I used — and the Morakniv 106 that I didn’t. Joe
Clark brought back the broadleaf maple from one of his wood-gathering
expeditions. John Laffan chain-sawed a small log of local cherry into a
rough blank from which I made several smörknivs.

